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Abstra t

This paper addresses the formalization in higher-order logi of
xed-point arithmeti . We en oded the xed-point number system
and spe i ed the di erent quantization modes in xed-point arithmeti su h as the dire ted and even quantization modes. We also
onsidered the formalization of ex eptions dete tion and their handling like over ow and invalid operation. An error analysis is then
performed to he k the orre tness of the quantized result after arrying out basi arithmeti operations, su h as addition, subtra tion,
multipli ation and division against their mathemati al ounterparts.
Finally, we showed by an example how this formalization an be used
to enable the veri ation of the transition from oating-point to xedpoint algorithmi level in the signal pro essing design ow.

Keywords: Fixed-Point Arithmeti , Floating-Point Arithmeti , Theorem-

Proving, HOL

1 Introdu tion
Modern signal pro essing hips, su h as integrated able modems and wireless
multimedia terminals, are des ribed with algorithms in oating-point pre i1
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sion. Often, the ar hite tural style with whi h these algorithms are implemented is pre ision-limited, and relies on a xed-point representation. This
requires a translation of the spe i ation from oating-point to xed-point
pre ision. This implementation is optimized following some appli ation spei trade-o s su h as speed, ost, area and power onsumption of the hip.
The optimization task is tedious and error prone due to the e e ts of quantization noise introdu ed by the limited pre ision of xed-point representation.
An overview of a onventional digital signal pro essing (DSP) design ow is
depi ted in Figure 1 [23℄.
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Figure 1: DSP Design Flow
Usually the onforman e of the xed-point implementation with respe t
to the oating-point spe i ation is veri ed by simulation te hniques whi h
annot over the entire input spa e yielded by the oating-point representation. The obje tive of this work is to formalize the xed-point arithmeti
in higher-order logi as a basis for he king the orre tness of the implementation of DSP designs against higher level algorithmi des riptions in
oating-point and xed-point representations.
Unlike oating-point arithmeti whi h is standardized in IEEE-754 [18℄
and IEEE-854 [19℄, urrent xed-point arithmeti does not follow any parti ular standard and depends on the tool and the language used to design
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the DSP hip. Examples of su h tools are SPW (Caden e) [7℄, MatlabSimulink (Mathworks) [25℄, CoCentri (Synopsys) [37℄, and DSP Station
(Mentor Graphi s) [27℄. For instan e, in SPW (Signal Pro essing Worksystem), a xed-point number is de ned as a binary string and a set of attributes. Attributes spe ify how the binary string is interpreted using three
arguments for the total number of bits, the number of integer bits, and the
sign format. For arithmeti operations, it supports three kinds of ex eptions
su h as loss-of-sign or over ow, two over ow modes, and ve quantization
modes. In Matlab Simulink Fixed-Point Blo kset [26℄, xed-point numbers
are stored in data types that are hara terized by their word size (up to
128 bits), a radix point, and whether they are signed or unsigned. The radix
point is used to support integers, fra tionals, and generalized xed-point data
types. The Matlab Blo kset provides four quantization modes orresponding to those supported by SPW. It also supports saturation and wrapping
to deal with over ow for all xed-point data types. Another example is the
Synopsys CoCentri tool, whi h uses xed-point as des ribed in the SystemC language [33℄. It supports signed and unsigned xed-point data types,
as well as limited pre ision (53 bits mantissa) xed-point, alled fast xedpoint to speed up simulation. SystemC supports seven quantization modes,
of whi h four orrespond exa tly to the quantization modes of SPW. The
other three modes are spe i to SystemC and are not supported by the
other tools. SystemC supports ve over ow modes overing those of SPW.
With the obje tive of providing a general methodology for the formalization
and veri ation of xed-point arithmeti using higher-order logi , we de ne
in this paper a omplete ommon set of xed-point arithmeti as supported
by most of the DSP tools, in parti ular SPW and SystemC.
Based on higher-order logi , we propose to en ode a xed-point number
by a pair omposed of a Boolean word, and a triplet indi ating the word
length, the length of the integer portion, and the sign format. Then, we formalize the on epts of valuation and quantization as fun tions that onvert
respe tively a xed-point number to a real number and vi e versa, taking
into a ount di erent quantization and over ow modes. Fixed-point arithmeti operations are formalized as fun tions performing operations on the
real numbers orresponding to the xed-point operands and then applying
the quantization on the real number result. Finally, we prove various lemmas
regarding the error analysis of the xed-point quantization and orre tness of
the basi operations like addition, multipli ation, and division. The higherorder logi formalization and proof were done using the HOL theorem prover
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[12℄. They were developed into a full xed-point arithmeti library, whi h
was re ently in luded in the last release of HOL (HOL4, Kananaskis-2).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 gives a review
on work related to the formalization of oating-point arithmeti , some of
whi h dire tly in uen ed our work. Se tion 3 des ribes the xed-point arithmeti de nitions adopted in this paper in luding the format of the xed-point
numbers, arithmeti operations, ex eptions dete tion and their handling, and
the di erent over ow and quantization modes. Se tion 4 des ribes in detail
their formalization in HOL. In Se tion 5, we dis uss the veri ation of basi xed-point arithmeti operations, su h as addition and multipli ation.
Se tion 6 presents an illustrative example on how this formalization an be
used through the modeling and veri ation of an Integrator ir uit. Finally,
Se tion 7 on ludes the paper.

2 Related Work
There exist several related work in the open literature on the formalization
and veri ation of IEEE standard based oating-point arithmeti . For instan e, Barrett [2℄ spe i ed parts of the IEEE-754 standard in Z, and Miner
[29℄ formalized the IEEE-854 oating-point standard in PVS. The latter dened the relation between oating-point numbers and real numbers, rounding, and some arithmeti operations on both nite and in nite operands.
He used this formalization to verify abstra t mathemati al des riptions of
the main operations and their relation to the orresponding oating-point
implementations. His work was one of the earliest on the formalization of
oating-point standards using theorem proving. His formal spe i ation was
then used by Miner and Leathrum [30℄ to verify in PVS a general lass of
IEEE ompliant subtra tive division algorithms.
Carreno [8℄ formalized the same IEEE-854 standard in HOL. He interpreted the lexi al des riptions of the standard into mathemati al onditional
des riptions and organized them in tables, whi h were then formalized in
HOL. He dis ussed di erent standard aspe ts su h as pre isions, ex eptions
and traps, and many other arithmeti operations su h as addition, multipliation, and square-root of oating-point numbers.
Harrison [13℄ onstru ted the real numbers in HOL. He then developed
in HOL a generi oating-point library [14℄ to de ne the most fundamental
terms of the IEEE-754 standard and to prove the orresponding orre tness
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analysis lemmas. He used this library to formalize and verify oating-point
algorithms of omplex arithmeti operations su h as the square root, the
exponential fun tion [15℄, and the trans endental fun tions [16℄ against their
abstra t mathemati al ounterparts. He also used the oating-point library
for the veri ation of the lass of division algorithms used in the Intel IA-64
ar hite ture [17℄.
Moore et al. [31℄ have veri ed the AMD-K5 oating-point division algorithm using the ACL2 theorem prover. Also, Russino [35℄ has developed
a oating-point library for the ACL2 prover and applied it su essfully to
verify the oating-point multipli ation, division, and square root algorithms
of the AMD-K5 and AMD Athlon pro essors.
Aagaard and Seger [1℄ ombined BDD-based model- he king and theorem proving te hniques in the Voss hardware veri ation system to verify the
IEEE omplian e of the gate-level implementation of a oating-point multiplier. O'Leary et al. [34℄ reported on the spe i ation and veri ation of
the Intel Pentium r Pro pro essor's oating-point exe ution unit at the gate
level using a ombination of model- he king and theorem proving. Leeser et
al. [24℄ veri ed a subtra tive radix-2 square root algorithm and its hardware
implementation using the higher-order logi theorem proving system Nuprl.
Chen and Bryant [10℄ used word-level SMV to verify a oating-point adder.
Cornea-Hasegan [9℄ used iterative approa hes and mathemati al proofs to
verify the orre tness of the IEEE oating-point square root, divide, and
remainder algorithms.
More re ently, Daumas et al. [11℄ have presented a generi library for
reasoning about oating-point numbers within the Coq system. This library
was then used in the veri ation of IEEE- ompliant oating-point arithmeti
algorithms [5℄ and hardware units [6℄. Berg et al. [3℄ have formally veri ed
a theory of IEEE rounding presented in [32℄ using the theorem prover PVS.
They have used a formal de nition of rounding based on Miner's formalization of the standard [29℄. This theory was then used to prove the orre tness
of a fully IEEE ompliant oating-point unit used in the VAMP pro essor [4℄.
Sawada and Gamboa [36℄ formally veri ed the orre tness of a oating-point
square root algorithm used in the IBM Power4TM pro essor. The veri ation
was arried out with the ACL2(r) theorem prover whi h is an extension of the
ACL2 theorem prover that performs reasoning on real numbers using nonstandard analysis. The proof required the analysis of the approximation error
on Chebyshev series by proving Taylor's theorem. Kaivola et al. [20, 21, 22℄
presented the formal veri ation of the oating-point multipli ation, divi-
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sion, and square root units of the Intel IA-32 Pentium r 4 mi ropro essor.
The veri ation was arried out using the Forte veri ation framework, a
ombined model- he king and theorem-proving system built on top of the
Voss system. Model he king was done via symboli traje tory evaluation
(STE), and theorem proving was done in the ThmTa proof tool.
While all of the above work are on erned with oating-point representation and arithmeti , there is no report in the open literature on any ma hinehe ked formalization of properties of xed-point arithmeti . Therefore, the
formalization presented in this paper is to our best knowledge, the rst of
its kind. Our formalization of the xed-point arithmeti has been inspired
mostly by the work done by Harrison [15℄ and Carreno [8℄ on oating-point.
Harrison's work was more oriented towards veri ation purposes. Indeed,
we used an analogous set of lemmas to his work, to he k the validity of
operation results and to arry out the error analysis of the quantized xedpoint result. For ex eption handling whi h is not overed by Harrison [15℄,
we followed Carreno [8℄ who formalized oating-point ex eptions and their
handling in more details.

3 Fixed-Point Arithmeti
In this se tion we des ribe the xed-point arithmeti de nitions on whi h we
base our formalization. While we tried to keep these de nitions as general
as possible, the xed-point numbers format, arithmeti operations, over ow
and quantization modes, and ex eption handling adopted are to some extent
in uen ed by the xed-point arithmeti de ned by Caden e SPW [7℄ and
Synopsys SystemC [33℄.
3.1

Fixed-Point Numbers

A xed-point number has a xed number of binary digits and a xed position for the de imal point with respe t to that sequen e of digits. Fixed-point
numbers an be either unsigned (always positive) or signed (in two's omplement representation). For example, onsider the ase of four bits being used
to represent the xed-point numbers. If the numbers are unsigned and if
the de imal point or, more properly, the binary point is xed at the position
after the se ond digit (XX.XX), the representable real values range from 0:0
to 3:75. In two's omplement format, the most signi ant bit is the sign
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bit. The remaining bits spe ify the magnitude. If four bits represent the
xed-point numbers, and the binary point is xed at the position after the
se ond digit following the sign bit (SXX.X), the real values range from 4:0
to +3:5.
Fixed-point numbers are expressed as a pair onsisting of a binary string
and a set of attributes, (Binary String ; Attributes ). The attributes spe ify
how the binary string is interpreted. Generally, the attributes are spe i ed
in the following format:
(wl; iwl; sign)
whi h onsists of the following parameters:

(1)

 wl:

Total word length, spe ifying the total number of bits used to
represent the xed-point binary string, in luding integer bits, fra tional
bits, and sign bit, if any. Word length must be in the range of 1 to 256.

 iwl:

Integer word length, spe ifying the number of integer bits (the
number of bits to the left of the binary point, ex luding the sign bit, if
any). If this number is negative, repeated leading sign bits or zeros are
added to generate the equivalent binary value. If this number is greater
than the total word length, trailing zeroes are added to generate the
equivalent binary value.

 sign:

A letter spe ifying the sign format: \u " for unsigned, and \t "
for two's omplement.

Example: A ording to the above de nitions, the real value 0:75 is rep-

resented by (111101; (6; 3; t)). If we onsider the same bit string with unsigned attributes (111101; (6; 3; u)), then the equivalent number is 111:101
or +7:625. On the other hand, (111101; (6; 3; u)) represents the value
:000111101 whi h is +0:119140625.
3.2

Fixed-Point Operations

A DSP design tool usually provides a library in luding basi xed-point signal pro essing blo ks su h as adders, multipliers, delay blo ks, and ve tor
blo ks. It also supports xed-point hardware blo ks su h as multiplexers,
bu ers, inverters, ip- ops, bit manipulation and general-purpose ombinational logi blo ks. These blo ks a urately model the behavior of xed-point
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digital signal pro essing systems. In this paper, we will fo us on the arithmeti and logi operations, but the idea an be generalized to the remaining
operations. Operations performed on xed-point data types are done using
arbitrary and full pre ision. After the operation is omplete, the resulting
operand is ast to t the xed-point data type obje t. The asting operation
applies the quantization behavior of the target obje t to the new value and
assigns the new value to the target obje t. Then, the appropriate over ow
behavior is applied to the result of the pro ess whi h gives the nal value.
In addition to the parameters orresponding to the input operands and output result, the arithmeti operations take spe i parameters de ning the
over ow and quantization (loss of pre ision) modes. These parameters are
as follows:

 q mode: Quantization mode. This parameter determines the behavior
of the xed-point operations when the result generates more pre ision
in the least signi ant bits (LSB) than is available.

 o mode:

Over ow mode. This parameter determines the behavior of
the xed-point operations when the result generates more pre ision in
the most signi ant bits (MSB) than is available.

 n bits:

Number of saturated bits. This parameter is only used for
over ow mode and spe i es how many bits will be saturated if a saturation behavior is spe i ed and an over ow o urs.

Example: Consider a blo k that serves as a primitive xed-point multiplier,
whi h trun ates the results when loss of pre ision o urs and wraps the result
when over ow o urs. We an make a all to the multiplier routine through
the fun tion fxpMul (Wrap j Trun ate ; In1 ; In2 ; Out ), in whi h In1 and In2
are the input xed-point operands, Out is a parameter orresponding to
the output attributes, and Wrap and Trun ate indi ate the over ow and
quantization modes, respe tively.
3.2.1 Fixed-Point Ex eption Handling
Fixed-point arithmeti operations that do not ompute and return an exa t
result resort to an ex eption-handling pro edure. This pro edure is ontrolled
by the ex eption ags. There are three kinds of ex eptions that an be tested
[7℄:
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 Loss of Sign: The result was negative but the result storage area was
unsigned. Zero is stored.

 Over ow: The result was too big to be represented in the result storage area. The over ow mode determines the returned value.

 Invalid:

No result an be meaningfully represented (e.g., divide by
zero). This error an also o ur if the xed-point number itself is
invalid.

3.2.2 Fixed-Point Quantization Modes
Quantization e e ts are used to determine what happens to the LSBs of a
xed-point type when more bits of pre ision are required than are available.
The quantization modes are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Fixed-Point Quantization Modes

Quantization Mode

Name

Quantization to Plus In nity
RND
Quantization to Zero
RND ZERO
Quantization to Minus In nity RND MIN INF
Quantization to In nity
RND INF
Convergent Quantization
RND CONV
Trun ation
TRN
Trun ation to Zero
TRN ZERO
Figure 2 shows the behavior of ea h quantization mode. The X axis is
the result of the previous arithmeti operation and the Y axis is the value
after quantization. The diagonal line represents the ideal number representation given in nite bits. The small horizontal lines show the e e t of the
quantization. Any value of the X axis within the range of the line will be
onverted to the value of the Y axis. The symbol q in the gure refers to
the quantization step, that is, the resolution of the data type. Ea h non
integer value on the X axis is lo ated in a quantization interval surrounded
by two su essive integer multiples of q as its losest representable quantized
numbers, one greater and one smaller than the original value. If the value is
exa tly in the middle of the quantization interval, then the two losest representable numbers are equally distan ed apart from the original value. As
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shown in this gure modes RND, RND ZERO, RND MIN INF, RND INF,
and RND CONV will quantize a value to the losest representable number if
the two nearest representable numbers are not equally distan ed apart from
the original value. Otherwise, quantization towards plus in nity, to zero,
towards minus in nity, towards plus in nity if positive or minus in nity if
negative, and towards nearest even will be performed, respe tively (Figure
2 (a-e)). The TRN mode is the default for xed-point types and will be
used if no other value is spe i ed. The result is always quantized towards
minus in nity (Figure 2 (f)). In other words, the result value is the rst
representable number lower than the original value. Finally, for TRN ZERO
the result is the nearest representable value to zero (Figure 2 (g)) [33℄.
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Figure 2: The Behavior of Fixed-Point Quantization Modes

3.2.3 Fixed-Point Over ow Modes
In addition to quantization modes, we an use over ow modes to approximate
a higher range for xed-point operations. Usually, over ow o urs when the
result of an operation is too large or too small for the available bit range.
Spe i over ow modes an then be implemented to redu e the loss of data.
Over ow modes are spe i ed by the o mode and n bits parameters, and are
listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Fixed-Point Over ow Modes

Over ow Mode

Name

Saturation
SAT
Saturation to Zero
SAT ZERO
Symmetri al Saturation
SAT SYM
Wrap-Around
WRAP
Sign Magnitude Wrap-Around WRAP SM
Figure 3 shows the behavior of ea h over ow mode for a 3 bit xed-point
data type. The diagonal line represents the ideal value if in nite bits are
available for representation. The dots represent the values of the result. The
X axis is the original value and the Y axis is the result. From this gure, it
an be seen that MAX = 3 and MIN = 4 for a 3 bit xed-point data type.
The SAT mode will onvert the spe i ed value to MAX for an over ow or
MIN for an under ow ondition (Figure 3 (a)). The SAT ZERO mode will
set the result to 0 for any input value that is outside the representable range
of the xed-point type. If the result value is greater than MAX or smaller
than MIN, the result will be 0 (Figure 3 (b)). In the SAT SYM mode, positive over ow will generate MAX and negative over ow will generate MAX
for signed numbers or MIN for unsigned numbers (Figure 3 ( )). With the
WRAP mode, the value of an arithmeti operand will wrap around from
MAX to MIN as MAX is rea hed. There are two di erent ases within this
mode. The rst is with the n bits parameter set to 0 or having a default
value of 0. All bits ex ept for the deleted bits are opied to the result number (Figure 3 (d)). The se ond is when the n bits parameter is a nonzero
value. In this ase the spe i ed number of most signi ant bits of the result
number are saturated with preservation of the original sign, the other bits
are simply opied. Positive numbers remain positive and negative numbers
remain negative. A graph showing this behavior with n bits = 1 is given in
Figure 3 (e). Note that positive numbers wrap around to 0 while negative
values wrap around to 1. The WRAP SM over ow mode uses sign magnitude wrapping. This over ow mode behaves in two di erent styles depending
on the value of the n bits parameter. When n bits is 0, no bits are saturated.
This mode will rst delete any MSB bits that are outside the result word
length. The sign bit of the result is set to the value of the least signi ant
deleted bit. If the most signi ant remaining bit is di erent from the original
MSB, then all the remaining bits are inverted. If the MSBs are the same,
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the other bits are opied from the original value to the result value. A graph
showing the result of this over ow mode is provided in Figure 3 (f). As the
value of X in reases, the value of Y in reases to MAX and then slowly starts
to de rease until MIN is rea hed. The result is a sawtooth like waveform.
With n bits greater than 0, n bits MSB bits are saturated to 1. A graph
showing this behavior with n bits = 1 is given in Figure 3 (g). Note that
while the graph looks somewhat like a sawtooth waveform, positive numbers
do not dip below 0 and negative numbers do not ross 1 [33℄.
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Figure 3: The Behavior of Fixed-Point Over ow Modes

4 Formalizing Fixed-Point Arithmeti in HOL
In this se tion, we present formalization of the xed-point arithmeti in
higher-order logi , based on the general purpose HOL theorem prover. The
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HOL system supports both forward and ba kward proofs. The forward proof
style applies inferen e rules to existing theorems to obtain new theorems and
eventually the desired theorem. Ba kward or goal oriented proofs start with
the goal to be proven. Ta ti s are applied to the goal and subgoals until the
goal is de omposed into simpler existing theorems or axioms. The system
basi language in ludes the natural numbers and Boolean type. It also inludes other spe i extensions like reals library [13℄, whi h was proved to
be essential for our xed-point arithmeti formalization. Table 3 summarizes
some of the HOL symbols used in this paper and their meanings [12℄.
Table 3. HOL Symbols
HOL Symbol

x: t
x: t
&
:t
:x
inv (x)
abs (x)
x pow n
m EXP n

Standard Symbol

"x: t
x: t
(none)
:t
x
x 1
jxj
xn
mn

Meaning

An x su h that t (x) holds
Fun tion that maps x to t (x)
Natural map operator (N ! R)
Not t
Unary negation of x
Multipli ative inverse of x
Absolute value of x
Real x raised to natural number power n
Natural number m raised to exponent n

The HOL type system does not support subtypes, so the real numbers
(R) have formally a di erent type from the natural numbers (N). Therefore,
the unary operator ampersand (&) is used to map between them. Thus the
real number numerals an be written as &0; &1, et [15℄.
4.1

Fixed-Point Numbers Representation

The a tual xed-point numbers are represented in HOL by a pair of elements
representing the binary string and the set of attributes. The extra tors for
the two elds of a xed-point number are de ned as follows:

`def
`def

string (s,a)
attrib (s,a)

=
=

s
a

The binary string is treated as a Boolean word (type: bool word ). For
example, the bit string 1010 is represented by WORD [T;F;T;F℄. In this way,
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we use the de nitions and theorems already available in the HOL word library [39℄
to fa ilitate the manipulation of binary words. The attributes are represented by
a triplet of natural numbers for the total number of bits, the integer bits and the
sign format.
In HOL, we de ne fun tions to extra t the primitive parameters for arbitrary
attributes.

`def
`def
`def

wordlength (w,iw,s) = w
intbits (w,iw,s) = iw
sign (w,iw,s) = s

We also de ne predi ates partitioning the xed-point numbers into signed and
unsigned numbers.

`def
`def

is_signed X = (sign X = 1)
is_unsigned X = (sign X = 0)

The number of digits on the right hand side of the binary point of a xed-point
number is de ned as fra bits. It an be derived as the di eren e between the total
number of bits and the number of integer bits, onsidering the sign bit in the ase
of signed numbers.

`def

fra bits X =
if (is_unsigned X) then (wordlength X
else (wordlength X
intbits X
1)

intbits X)

Two useful derived predi ates test the validity of a set of attributes and a xedpoint number based on the de nition in Se tion 3.1. In a valid set of attributes,
the wordlength should be in the range of 1 and 256, the sign an be either 0 or
1, and the number of integer bits is less than or equal to the wordlength. A valid
xed-point number must have a valid set of attributes and the length of its binary
string must be equal to the wordlength.

`def

validAttr X =
wordlength X > 0 ^ wordlength X < 257 ^
intbits X < wordlength X + 1 ^ sign X < 2

`def

is_valid a =
validAttr (attrib a)

^

(WORDLEN (string

a)

=

wordlength (attrib a))

where WORDLEN is a prede ned fun tion of the HOL word library, whi h returns
the size of a word.
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4.2

Fixed-Point Type

Now we de ne the a tual HOL type for the xed-point numbers. The type is
de ned to be in bije tion with the appropriate subset of (bool word  N 3 ), with
the bije tions written in HOL as fxp : (bool word  N 3 ) ! fxp, and defxp : fxp !
(bool word  N 3 ). The bije tion maps the set of all elements of type (bool word  N 3 )
to the set of valid xed-point numbers spe i ed by the fun tion is valid as de ned
in the previous se tion. For this purpose, we make use of built-in fa ilities in HOL
for de ning new bije tion types [38℄. A similar te hnique was used in [15℄ for
de ning type bije tions for the oating-point numbers ( oat,de oat) in HOL.
fxp_tybij =
fxp (defxp a)

` (8a.

=

^ (8r.

a)

is_valid r

= (defxp (fxp

r)

=

r))

We spe ialize the previous fun tions and predi ates to the fxp type, as follows:

`def
`def
`def
`def
`def
`def
`def
`def
`def

String a = string (defxp a)
Attrib a = attrib (defxp a)
Wordlength a = wordlength (Attrib a)
Intbits a = intbits (Attrib a)
Fra bits a = fra bits (Attrib a)
Sign a = sign (Attrib a)
Issigned a = is_signed (Attrib a)
Isunsigned a = is_unsigned (Attrib a)
Isvalid a = is_valid (defxp a)

Note that we start the name of the fun tions manipulating xed-point numbers by apital letters to distinguish them from those taking pairs and triplets as
argument.
4.3

Fixed-Point Valuation

Now we spe ify the real number valuation of xed-point numbers. We use two
separate formulas for signed and unsigned numbers:



Unsigned:

(1=



2M )  (

Signed:

(1=

n

n

1

=0

X 2n 

N

2M )  [

X 2n 

N

1

=0

v

n

v

n)

2N

(2)

 N
v

1

℄

(3)
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where vn represents the nth bit of the binary string in the xed-point number1,
and M and N are respe tively fra bits and wordlength. In HOL, we de ne the
valuation fun tion value that returns the orresponding real value of a xed-point
number.

`def

value a =
if (Isunsigned a) then &(BNVAL (String a)) / 2 pow Fra bits a
else (&(BNVAL (String a))
&((2 EXP Wordlength a) *
BV (MSB (String a)))) / 2 pow Fra bits a

where BNVAL is a fun tion whi h returns the numeri value of a Boolean word,
BV is a fun tion for mapping between a single bit and a number, and MSB is a
onstant for the most signi ant bit of a word, available in the HOL word library.
We also de ne the real value of the smallest (MIN ) and largest (MAX ) representable numbers for a given set of attributes. The maximum is de ned for both
signed and unsigned numbers using the following formula:
= 2a
2 b
(4)
where a is the intbits and b the fra bits. The minimum value for unsigned numbers
is zero and for signed numbers is omputed using the following formula:
M AX

= 2a
Thereafter, we obtain the orresponding fun tions in HOL.
M IN

`def
`def

MAX X
MIN X

=
=

(5)

2 pow intbits X
inv (2 pow fra bits X)
if (is_unsigned X) then 0 else :(2 pow intbits X)

The onstants for the smallest (bottomfxp) and largest (topfxp) representable
xed-point numbers for a given set of attributes an be de ned as follows:

`def

topfxp X =
if (is_unsigned X) then fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) T),X)
else fxp (WCAT (WORD [F℄,WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X
1) T)),X)

`def

bottomfxp X =
if (is_unsigned X) then fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X)
else fxp (WCAT (WORD [T℄,WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X
1) F)),X)

where WCAT denotes the on atenation of two words, and REPLICATE makes
a list onsisting of a value repli ated a spe i ed number of times, whi h are prede ned fun tions in HOL.
1 We adopt the onvention that bits are indexed from the right hand side.
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Ex eption Handling

Operations on xed-point numbers an signal ex eptions as des ribed in Se tion 3.2. These are de lared as a new HOL data type.

`def

Ex eption

=

no_ex ept

j

overflow

j

invalid

j

loss_sign

where no ex ept is reserved for the ase without ex eption.
Five over ow modes are also represented via an enumerated type de nition.

`def

overflow_mode

=

SAT

j

SAT_ZERO

j

SAT_SYM

j

WRAP

j

WRAP_SM

A ording to the de nition of over ow modes in Se tion 3.2.3 for Saturation, if
the number is greater than MAX or less than MIN, we return topfxp and bottomfxp,
as the losest representable values to the right result, respe tively. For Saturation
to Zero over ow, we will return zero in any ase. For Symmetri al Saturation, if
the number is greater than MAX, we return topfxp. If the number is less than MIN,
we return the two's omplement of the maximum value, de ned by the fun tion
minustopfxp for signed, and bottomfxp for unsigned numbers, respe tively. For
Wrap-around and Sign magnitude, we must rst onvert the real number to a
binary format. Then we dis ard the extra bits a ording to the output attributes,
and saturate the required bits based on the parameter n bits. The details are
de ned as fun tions WRAP AROUND and WRAP AROUND SM. Therefore, we
de ne the xed-point over ow fun tion in HOL as follows:

`def

fxp_overflow X o_mode n_bits x =
if (x > MAX X) then
if (o_mode = SAT) then topfxp X
else if (o_mode = SAT_ZERO) then
fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X)
else if (o_mode = SAT_SYM) then topfxp X
else if (o_mode = WRAP) then
WRAP_AROUND X n_bits x
else WRAP_AROUND_SM X n_bits x
else if (x < MIN X) then
if (o_mode = SAT) then bottomfxp X
else if (o_mode = SAT_ZERO) then
fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X)
else if (o_mode = SAT_SYM) then
if (is_unsigned X) then bottomfxp X
else minustopfxp X
else if (o_mode = WRAP) then
WRAP_AROUND X n_bits x
else WRAP_AROUND_SM X n_bits x
else Null

4
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where Null is a onstant that represents the result of an invalid operation, de ned
as:

`def

Null

= a.

:

(Isvalid

a)

Note that if the number is in the representable range of the given attributes,
i.e. its value is neither greater than MAX nor less than MIN, then the over ow is
meaningless and Null will be returned as the result.
4.5

Quantization

Fixed-point quantization takes an in nitely pre ise real number and onverts it
into a xed-point number. Seven quantization modes are spe i ed in Se tion 3.2.2,
whi h we formalize using the following data type.

`def

quantization_mode =
RND j RND_ZERO j RND_MIN_INF

j

RND_INF

j

RND_CONV

j

TRN

j

TRN_ZERO

Then we de ne the xed-point quantization operation by a fun tion, whi h is
de ned ase by ase on the quantization modes as follows:

`def

fxp_quantize X q_mode x =
if (q_mode = RND) then
losest value ( a. value a  x)
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X)g x
else if (q_mode = RND_ZERO) then
losest value ( a. abs (value a)  abs x)
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X)g x
else if (q_mode = RND_MIN_INF) then
losest value ( a. value a  x)
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X)g x
else if (q_mode = RND_INF) then
losest value
( a. (if 0  x then value a  x else value a  x))
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X)g x
else if (q_mode = RND_CONV) then
losest value ( a. LSB (String a) = F)
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X)g x
else if (q_mode = TRN) then
losest value ( a. T)
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X) ^ (value a  x)g x
else losest value ( a. T)
fa j (Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X) ^
(abs (value a)  abs x)g x

4
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The xed-point quantization fun tion takes as arguments a real number, a
quantization mode, and an output attributes, and returns the orresponding xedpoint number. Similar to the oating-point ase [15℄, its de nition is based on the
following predi ate meaning that a is an element of the set s that provides a best
approximation to x, assuming a valuation fun tion v:

`def

is_ losest v s x a =
((a IN s) ^ 8b. (b IN s)

)

=

(abs (v

a

x)



abs (v b

x)))

However, we still need to de ne a fun tion that pi ks out a best approximation
in ase there are more than one losest number, based on a given property like
even. This an be done in HOL as follows:

`def

losest v p s x =
losest v s x a) ^
((9b. (is_ losest v s x b)

a. ((is_

^

(p

b))

)

=

(p

a)))

Finally, we de ne the a tual xed-point rounding fun tion for an arbitrary
output attributes.

`def

fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits x =
if (x > MAX X _ x < MIN X) then
((fxp_overflow X o_mode n_bits x),overflow)
else ((fxp_quantize X q_mode x),no_ex ept)

where fxp over ow is the xed-point over ow fun tion as de ned in the previous
se tion and supports all over ow modes, and fxp quantize is the xed-point quantization fun tion that supports all quantization modes. The xed-point rounding
fun tion takes as argument a real number, an output attributes, the quantization
and over ow modes, and the number of saturated bits. It returns a xed-point
number and an ex eption ag. The fun tion rst he ks for over ow, and in ase of
over ow returns the result based on the over ow mode, and sets the ex eption ag
to over ow. Otherwise, it performs the quantization based on the quantization
mode, and sets the ex eption ag to no ex ept.
4.6

Fixed-Point Arithmeti

Operations

Fixed-point arithmeti operations su h as addition or multipli ation take two xedpoint input operands and store the result into a third. The attributes of the inputs
and output need not mat h one another. Both unsigned and two's omplement
inputs and output are allowed. The result is formatted into the output as spe i ed
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by the output attributes and by the over ow and loss of pre ision mode parameters. In our formalization, we rst deal with ex eptional ases su h as invalid
operation and loss of sign. If any of the input numbers is invalid, then the result
is Null and the ex eption ag invalid is raised. If the result is negative but the
output is unsigned then zero is returned and the ex eption ag loss sign is raised.
Also in the ase of division by zero, the output value is for ed to zero and the
invalid ag is raised. Otherwise, we take the real value of the input arguments,
perform the operation as in nite pre ision, then quantize the result a ording to
the desired quantization and over ow modes. Formally, the operations for addition, subtra tion, multipli ation, and division are de ned as follows:

`def

fxpAdd X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b =
if :(Isvalid a ^ Isvalid b) then (Null,invalid)
else if (value a + value b < 0 ^ is_unsigned X) then
(fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X),loss_sign)
else fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a + value b)

`def

fxpSub X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b =
if :(Isvalid a ^ Isvalid b) then (Null,invalid)
else if (value a
value b < 0 ^ is_unsigned X) then
(fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X),loss_sign)
else fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a
value b)

`def

fxpMul X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b =
if :(Isvalid a ^ Isvalid b) then (Null,invalid)
else if (value a * value b < 0 ^ is_unsigned X) then
(fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X),loss_sign)
else fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a * value b)

`def

fxpDiv X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b =
if :(Isvalid a ^ Isvalid b) then (Null,invalid)
else if (value b = 0) then
(fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X),invalid)
else if (value a / value b < 0 ^ is_unsigned X) then
(fxp (WORD (REPLICATE (wordlength X) F),X),loss_sign)
else fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a / value b)

5 Veri ation of Fixed-Point Operations
A ording to the dis ussion in Se tion 4.3, ea h xed-point number has a orresponding real number value. The orre tness of a xed-point operation an be
spe i ed by omparing its output with the true mathemati al result, using the valuation fun tion value that onverts a xed-point to an in nitely pre ise number.

5
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For example, the orre tness of a xed-point adder fxpAdd is spe i ed by omparing it with its ideal ounterpart +. That is, for ea h pair of xed-point numbers
(a,b), we ompare value (a) + value (b) and value (fxpAdd (a,b)). In other words,
we he k if the diagram in Figure 4 ommutes.
value (a) , value (b)

+

value (a) + value (b)
~
~?
value (fxpAdd (a,b))

value
value

a,b

fxpAdd

fxpAdd (a,b)

Figure 4: Corre tness Criteria for Fixed-Point Addition
For this purpose we de ne the error resulting from quantizing a real number
to a xed-point value as follows:

`def

fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits x =
value (FST (fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits x))

x

and then establish the orre tness theorems for all four xed-point arithmeti
operations.
Theorem 1: FXP_ADD_THM
` (Isvalid a) ^ (Isvalid b) ^ validAttr (X) =)
(Isvalid (FST (fxpAdd (X) o_mode q_mode n_bits a b))) ^
(value (FST (fxpAdd (X) o_mode q_mode n_bits a b)) =
value (a) + value (b) +
(fxperror (X) o_mode q_mode n_bits (value (a) + value (b))))
Theorem 2: FXP_SUB_THM
` (Isvalid a) ^ (Isvalid b) ^ validAttr (X) =)
(Isvalid (FST (fxpSub X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b))) ^
(value (FST (fxpSub X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b)) =
value (a)
value (b) +
(fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a
value b)))
Theorem 3: FXP_MUL_THM
` (Isvalid a) ^ (Isvalid b) ^ validAttr (X) =)
(Isvalid (FST (fxpMul X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b))) ^
(value (FST (fxpMul X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b)) =
(value a * value b) +
(fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a * value b)))
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Theorem 4: FXP_DIV_THM
` (Isvalid a) ^ (Isvalid b) ^ validAttr (X) =)
(Isvalid (FST (fxpDiv X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b))) ^
(value (FST (fxpDiv X o_mode q_mode n_bits a b)) =
(value a / value b) +
(fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits (value a / value b)))

The theorems are omposed of two parts. The rst part is about the validity of
the xed-point arithmeti operation output and states that if the input xed-point
numbers and the output attributes are valid then the result of the xed-point operation is valid. The se ond part of the theorem relates the result of the xed-point
arithmeti operations to the real result based on the orresponding error fun tion.
To prove these main theorems, a number of lemmas have been established. We
rst proved lemmas on erning the approximation of a real number with a xedpoint number. We proved that in a nite non-empty set of xed-point numbers,
we an nd the best approximation to a real number based on a given valuation
fun tion (Lemma 1 ).
Lemma 1: FXP_IS_CLOSEST_EXISTS
` FINITE (s) =) :(s = EMPTY)

) 9

(a:

=

fxp). is_ losest v s x a

Then, we proved that the hosen best approximation to a real number satisfying
a property p from a nite and non-empty set of xed-point numbers is unique
(Lemma 2 ), and is itself a member of the set (Lemma 3 ), and is itself the best
approximation of the real number (Lemma 4 ).
Lemma 2: FXP_CLOSEST_IS_EVERYTHING
` FINITE (s) =) :(s = EMPTY) =)
is_ losest v s x ( losest v p s x) ^
((9b. is_ losest v s x b ^ p b) =) p
Lemma 3: FXP_CLOSEST_IN_SET
` FINITE (s) =) :(s = EMPTY)

=

Lemma 4: FXP_CLOSEST_IS_CLOSEST
` FINITE (s) =) :(s = EMPTY)

=

(

losest v p s x))

)

(

)

is_ losest v s x

losest v p s x) IN s
(

losest v p s x)

Finally, we proved that the hosen best approximation to a real number satisfying a property p from the set of all valid xed-point numbers with a given
attributes is itself a valid xed-point number (Lemma 5 ).
Lemma 5: IS_VALID_CLOSEST
` (validAttr X) =)
Isvalid ( losest v p fa

j

Isvalid a

^

((Attrib

a)

=

X)g x)
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Besides, we proved that the set of all valid xed-point numbers with a given
attributes is nite (Lemma 6 ).
Lemma 6: FINITE_VALID_ATTRIB
` FINITE fa j Isvalid a ^ (Attrib a

=

X)g

The proof of this lemma is a bit ompli ated. For this purpose we made use of
some built-in theorems about nite sets in the HOL pred sets library [28℄. Among
these are the two fundamental theorems FINITE EMPTY and FINITE INSERT,
whi h state that the empty set is indeed nite and the insertion of an element
to a nite set onstru ts a nite set. Other theorems state that the union of
two nite sets (FINITE UNION ), the image of a fun tion on a nite set (IMAGE FINITE ), a singleton set2 (FINITE SING), the ross ombination of two
nite sets (FINITE CROSS ), and any subset of a nite set (SUBSET FINITE )
is itself a nite set. Using these theorems together with the de nition of a valid
xed-point number helped us to break down the proof of the niteness of all valid
xed-point numbers to the proof of niteness of the set of all Boolean words with a
given word length (WORD FINITE ) and the set of all natural numbers less than
a given value (FINITE COUNT ). The last lemmas are proved by indu tion on the
word length of the Boolean word and the maximum limit of the natural numbers,
respe tively.
We also proved that the set of all valid xed-point numbers is nonempty
(Lemma 7 ).
Lemma 7: IS_VALID_NONEMPTY
` (validAttr X) =) :(fa

j

Isvalid a

^

(Attrib

a

=

X)g

=

EMPTY)

Finally, we proved that the result of quantizing a real number, whi h is in
the range representable by a given valid attributes, is a valid xed-point number
(Lemma 8 ).
Lemma 8: IS_VALID_QUANTIZATION
` (validAttr X) =) Isvalid (FST (fxp_round X o_mode q_mode n_bits x))

The validity of the quantization dire tly implies validity of the xed-point operation output, and this ompletes the proof of the rst parts of the theorems. The
se ond parts of the theorems are proved using the properties of the real arithmeti
in HOL and rewriting with the de nitions of the fxpAdd, fxpSub, fxpMul, fxpDiv,
and fxperror fun tions.
The se ond main theorem on xed-point error analysis on erns bounding the
quantization error. The error an be absolutely quanti ed as follows:
2 a set that ontains pre isely one element.
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Theorem 5: FXP_ERROR_BOUND_THM
` (validAttr X) ^ :(x > MAX (X)) ^ : (x < MIN (X)) =)
abs (fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits x)  inv (&2 pow fra bits X)

A ording to this theorem, the error in quantizing a real number whi h is in
the range representable by a given set of attributes X is less than the quantity
1 = 2fra bits (X ) . This theorem is valid for all xed-point quantization modes.
However, for RND, RND ZERO, RND MIN INF, RND INF, and RND CONV
modes, whi h quantize to the nearest representable value, the error an be bounded
to 1 = 2(fra bits (X )+1) by extending the theorem.
To explain the theorem, we onsider the following fa t that relates the de nition
of the xed-point numbers to the rationals.
An N -bit binary word, when interpreted as an unsigned xed-point number,
an take on values from a subset P of the non-negative rationals given by
=

P

f 2b j
p=



0

 2N

p

1;

p

2 Zg

(6)

Similarly, for signed two's omplement representation, we have

f 2b j 2N   2N
1
2 Zg
ontains 2N elements and b represents the fra tional bits in ea h
=

P

1

p=

1

p

; p

(7)

Note that P
ase.
Based on this fa t, we an depi t the range of values overed for ea h ase as
shown in Figure 5.
MIN

0

x

1=2b

MAX

a

2=2b

p=2b

(2N

2)=2b

(2N

1)=2b

a) Unsigned
MIN

2N 1 =2b ( 2N

x

1

+ 1)=2b

0

1=2b

MAX

a

2=2b

p=2b

(2N

1

2)=2b (2N

1

1)=2b

b) Signed

Figure 5: Fixed-Point Values on the Real Axis
Thereafter, the representable range of xed-point numbers is divided into 2N
equispa ed quantization steps with the distan e between two su essive steps equal
to 1 = 2b . Suppose that x 2 R is approximated by a xed-point number a. The
position of these values are labeled in Figure 5. The error j x
a j is hen e less
than the length of one interval, or 1 = 2b , as mentioned in the se ond theorem.
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In HOL, we rst proved that the quantization result is the nearest value to
a real number and the orresponding error is minimum ompared to the other
xed-point numbers (Lemma 9 ).
Lemma 9: FXP_ERROR_AT_WORST_LEMMA
` (validAttr X) ^ :(x > MAX (X)) ^ :(x < MIN (X)) ^
(Isvalid a) ^ (Attrib a = X) =)
abs (fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits x)  abs (value a

x)

Then we proved that ea h representable real value x an be surrounded by two
su essive rational numbers (Lemma 10 ).
Lemma 10: FXP_ERROR_BOUND_LEMMA1
` (validAttr X) ^ :(x > MAX (X)) ^ :(x < MIN (X)) =)
9k. (k < 2 EXP wordlength X) ^ (&k / (&2 pow fra bits X)
(x < (&(SUC k) / (&2 pow fra bits (X))))



x)

^

Also we proved that the di eren e between the real number and the surrounding rationals is less than 1 = 2fra bits (X ) (Lemma 11 ).
Lemma 11: FXP_ERROR_BOUND_LEMMA2
` (validAttr X) ^ :(x > MAX (X)) ^ :(x < MIN (X)) =)
9k. (k  2 EXP wordlength X) ^
abs (x
&k / (&2 pow (fra bits (X))))  inv (&2 pow (fra bits (X)))

Finally, we proved that for ea h real value we an nd a xed-point number
with the required error hara teristi s (Lemma 12 ).
Lemma 12: FXP_ERROR_BOUND_LEMMA3
` (validAttr X) ^ :(x > MAX (X)) ^ :(x < MIN (X)) =) 9(w: bool word).
abs (value (fxp (w,X))
x)  inv (&2 pow (fra bits X)) ^
(WORDLEN w = wordlength X)

Sin e the quantization produ es the minimum error as stated in Lemma 9,
the proof of the se ond main theorem (Theorem 5 ) is a dire t onsequen e of
Lemma 12. In these proofs, we have treated the ase of signed and unsigned
numbers separately sin e they have di erent de nitions for MAX, MIN, and value
fun tions. For signed numbers a spe ial attention needs also to be paid to deal
with negative numbers.
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6 Appli ation with SPW
In this se tion we demonstrate how to apply the formalization of xed-point arithmeti presented in the previous se tions for the veri ation of the transition from
oating-point to xed-point algorithmi levels. We have hosen SPW as appli ation tool and the ase of an Integrator as an example ir uit. A digital integrator
is a dis rete time system that transforms a sequen e of input numbers into another
sequen e of output, by means of a spe i
omputational algorithm. To des ribe
the general fun tionality of a digital integrator, let fxt g, fwt g, and a denote the
input sequen e, output sequen e, and onstant oeÆ ient of the integrator, respe tively. Then the integrator an be spe i ed by the di eren e equation:

t= t

w

x

1

+ a wt

(8)

1

Thereafter, the output sequen e at time t is equal to the input sequen e at time
t - 1, added to the output at time t - 1 multiplied by the integrator oeÆ ient.
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Figure 6: SPW Design of an Integrator
Figure 6 shows the SPW design of an integrator. The integrator is rst designed and simulated using the SPW prede ned oating-point blo ks and parameters (Figure 6 (a)). The design is omposed of an adder (M1), a multiplier by
onstant (M2), and a delay (M3 ) blo k, together with signal sour e (M4 ) and sink
(M5 ) elements. The input signal, the output signal, and the output of the adder
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and multiplier blo ks are labeled by IN', OUT', S1', and S2', respe tively. Figure
6 (b) shows the onverted xed-point design in whi h ea h blo k is repla ed with
the orresponding xed-point blo k (M1'; M2'; M3'; M4'; M5'). Fixed-point blo ks
are shown by double ir les and squares to distinguish them from the oatingpoint blo ks. The attributes of all xed-point blo k outputs are set to (64; 31; t)
to ensure that over ow and quantization do not a e t the system operation. The
orresponding xed-point signals are labeled by IN", OUT", S1", and S2".
In HOL, we rst model the design at ea h level as predi ates in higher-order
logi . The predi ates orresponding to the oating-point design are as follows:

`def
`def
`def

Float_Gain_Blo k a0 b0 0 = (8t. 0 t = a0 t float_mul b0 )
Float_Delay_Blo k a0 b0 = (8t. b0 t = a0 (t
1))
Float_Add_Blo k a0 b0 0 = (8t. 0 t = a0 t float_add b0 t)

`def

Float_Integrator_Imp X a0 IN0 OUT0
9 S10 S20 .
Float_Add_Blo k IN0 S20 S10 ^
Float_Delay_Blo k S10 OUT0 ^
Float_Gain_Blo k OUT0 a0 S20

=

where X is the oating-point format. In these de nitions, we have used available
formalization of oating-point arithmeti in HOL [15℄. Floating-point data types
are stored in SPW in the standard IEEE 64 bit double pre ision format.
The HOL des ription of the xed-point implementation is as follows:

`def
`def
`def

Fxp_Gain_Blo k a0 0 b0 0 0 0 = (8t. 0 0 t = a0 0 t fxp_mul b0 0 )
Fxp_Delay_Blo k a0 0 b0 0 = (8t. b0 0 t = a0 0 (t
1))
Fxp_Add_Blo k a0 0 b00 0 0 = (8t. 0 0 t = a0 0 t fxp_add b0 0 t)

`def

Fxp_Integrator_Imp X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a00 IN0 0 OUT00
9 S10 0 S200 .
Fxp_Add_Blo k IN00 S20 0 S100 ^
Fxp_Delay_Blo k S10 0 OUT00 ^
Fxp_Gain_Blo k OUT00 a0 0 S20 0

=

where X' is the xed-point format, and the fun tions fxp add and fxp mul are
de ned as follows:

`def
`def

a00 fxp_add b0 0
a00 fxp_mul b0 0

=
=

FST (fxpAdd X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a0 0 b0 0 )
FST (fxpMul X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a0 0 b0 0 )
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In the next step, we des ribe ea h design as a di eren e equation relating the
input and output samples a ording to the equation (8).

`def

FLOAT_Integrator_Spe X a0 IN0 OUT0 =
8t. OUT0 t = (IN0 (t 1) float_add (a0 float_mul OUT0 (t

`def

FXP_Integrator_Spe X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a0 0 IN00 OUT00 =
8t. OUT00 t = (IN0 0 (t 1) fxp_add (a0 0 fxp_mul OUT00 (t 1)))

1)))

The following lemmas ensure that the implementation at ea h level satis es
the orresponding spe i ation.
Lemma 13: FLOAT_INTEGRATOR_IMP_SPEC
` Float_Integrator_Imp X a0 IN0 OUT0 =)
Float_Integrator_Spe X a0 IN0 OUT0
Lemma 14: FXP_INTEGRATOR_IMP_SPEC
` Fxp_Integrator_Imp X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a00 IN0 0 OUT00 =)
Fxp_Integrator_Spe X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a0 0 IN00 OUT00

Now we assume that the oating-point and xed-point input sequen es are the
rounded versions of an in nite pre ision ideal input IN, and we have

`def
`def

IN0 t = round X To_nearest (IN t)
IN00 t = FST (fxp_round X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits (IN t))

where round is the oating-point rounding fun tion, and To nearest is the orresponding mode for rounding to nearest oating-point number [15℄. We also make
some other assumptions on niteness and validity of oating-point and xed-point
inputs, oeÆ ients, and intermediate results, in order to have nite and valid nal
outputs. Using these assumptions and based on the theorems FXP ADD THM
and FXP MUL THM (Se tion 5) and the orresponding ones in oating-point
theory [15℄, we prove the following theorem on erning the error between the real
values of the oating-point and xed-point pre ision integrator output samples.
Theorem 6: INTEGRATOR_THM
` Float_Integrator_Imp X a0 IN0 OUT0 ^
Fxp_Integrator_Imp X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a0 0 IN0 0 OUT00

)

=

Val (OUT0 t)
value (OUT0 0 t) =
0
Val a * Val (OUT0 (t
1))
value a0 0 * value (OUT00 (t
1)) +
error (IN (t
1)) +
error (Val a0 * Val (OUT0 (t
1))) +
error (Val (IN0 (t
1)) + Val (a0 float_mul OUT0 (t
fxperror X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits
(value (value a0 0 * OUT00 (t
1))) +

1))) +
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fxperror X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits
(value (IN0 0 (t
1)) + value (a0 0 fxp_mul OUT00 (t
0
fxperror X o_mode q_mode n_bits (IN (t
1))

1)))

where Val is the oating-point valuation fun tion, and error is the oating-point
rounding error fun tion [15℄. A ording to Theorem 6, for a valid and nite set of
input and output sequen es at time (t - 1) to the integrator design at the oatingpoint and xed-point levels, we an have nite and valid outputs at time t, and
the di eren e in the real values orresponding to these output samples an be expressed as the di eren e in input and output values multiplied by the orresponding oeÆ ients, taking into a ount the e e ts of nite pre ision in oeÆ ients and
arithmeti operations. To nd a onstant upper bound for the di eren e between
the outputs, we use Theorem 5 on the xed-point error quanti ation. Similarly,
for the oating-point error bound analysis we proved the following lemma:
Lemma 15: ERROR_BOUND_NORM_STRONG_NORMALIZE
` normalizes X x =)
9 j. abs (error x)  (2 pow j / 2 pow (bias X + fra width X))

where normalizes de nes the riteria for an arbitrary real number to be in the
range of normalized oating-point numbers, bias de nes the exponent bias in the
oating-point format whi h is a onstant used to make the exponent's range nonnegative, and fra width extra ts the fra tion width parameter from the oatingpoint format. A ording to Lemma 15, if the absolute value of a real number
is in the representable range of the normalized oating-point numbers with the
format X and lo ated in the j 'th binade (the oating-point numbers between two
adja ent powers of 2), then the absolute value of the error is less than or equal to
2j =2(bias X + fra width X ) . The lemma is proved based on the general oating-point
absolute error bound theorem developed in [15℄.
Finally, we proved the following theorem (Theorem 7 ) that bounds the output
error of the integrator design in the transition from the oating-point to xed-point
levels.
Theorem 7: INTEGRATOR_FP_TO_FXP_ERROR_BOUND_THM
` Float_Integrator_Imp X a0 IN0 OUT0 ^
Fxp_Integrator_Imp X0 o_mode q_mode n_bits a0 0 IN0 0 OUT00

)

=

9

j1 j2 j3.
abs (Val (OUT0 t)
value (OUT00 t)) 
2 * abs (a) * M +
(2 pow j1 + 2 pow j2 + 2 pow j3) / 2 pow (bias X + fra width X) +
3 / (2 pow (fra bits X0 ))
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In the proof of this theorem, we have assumed that the real values of the
oating-point and xed-point integrator oeÆ ients are equal (Val a' = value a"
= a), hen e ignoring the e e ts of ina ura ies in the integrator oeÆ ient. We
have also assumed that the oating-point and xed-point output values are bounded
to a onstant value (M ). The parameters j1, j2, and j3 are related to the binades
in whi h the real valued arguments of the three oating-point error expressions in
Theorem 6 are lo ated.

7 Con lusions
In this paper, we established the formalization of xed-point arithmeti in the
HOL theorem prover. Unlike oating-point arithmeti , there is no standard for
the xed-point ounterpart. We hen e de ned in this paper a omplete ommon
set of the xed-point arithmeti supported by most DSP tools, in parti ular SPW
and SystemC. We started rst by en oding the xed-point arithmeti in HOL onsidering di erent quantization and over ow modes, as well as ex eption handling.
We then proved two main theorems stating that the operations on xed-point
numbers are losely related to the orresponding operations on in nitely pre ise
values, onsidering some error. The error is bounded to a ertain absolute value
whi h is a fun tion of the output pre ision. We have also shown by an example how
these theorems an be used as a basis for analysis of the quantization errors in the
design of xed-point DSP subsystems. The formalization presented in this paper
an be onsidered as a omplement to the oating-point formalizations whi h are
widely available in the literature. Based on the proposed xed-point formalization,
our immediate future work will fo us on the veri ation of the transition from the
oating-point algorithmi level to hardware implementations for DSP appli ations.
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